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Debra Magid and Melanie Roher,  

signage principals of Roher/Sprague Partners,  

have thirty years of experience working in  

all aspects of graphic and signage design.  

Their collaboration started in the 80’s for  

such clients as Colonial Williamsburg and  

The Alaska State Museum and continues  

today with a signage project at Woodlands  

Community Temple in White Plains, NY.

Areas of Expertise

•  Signage and Wayfinding Design 

•  Project Management 

•  Graphic Design 

•  Exhibition Design 

•  Retail Design

As you develop 

architectural concepts 

for your projects, Roher/Sprague  

can work with you to conceptualize  

a signage program customized to  

your building and landscape needs.  

This collaboration of environmental  

graphic design, architecture and branding 

creates the opportunity to fully integrate 

signage into the core of the building,  

and presents many opportunities  

to enhance the end user experience. 

The possibilities are intriguing. 

Let’s discuss them together.
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Project	

Identification and  
Wayfinding for a New Facility  
with Special Needs

client	
The Fortune Society
Long Island City, NY

This non-profit social service group had an unrealistically  

low budget but very large needs. It’s client population, former 

prisoners, could be intimidated by a corporate atmosphere.  

Yet, in this 10,000 square foot building with hundreds of 

offices, the need was great to help often illiterate clients find 

their destinations. The added challenge was staff turnover, 

which was constant. R/S devised an inexpensive plexi holder 

for a paper template, color coordinated with floor patterns 

and wall colors to designate the different service areas within 

the building. The result was clear, upbeat, and friendly. Sign 

changes require only a new paper print, folded and inserted 

easily into the holders on the walls.
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Angie Leung 
 Retention Specialist

Project	

South Street Seaport  
Signage & Identification

client	
The Rouse Company
New York, NY

Replacing a food court within the old Fulton Market building, 

“Topside” was a retail environment designed for short term 

merchants using landlord provided turnkey spaces. Working in 

conjunction with Communication Arts, Ms. Magid designed the 

overall naming signage as well as a bracket and panel system  

for tenant signs. The project 

signage utilized neon, back 

painted glass and sleek 

automotive finishes to help 

create a dynamic retail 

environment.

Project	

Exterior Building Identification

client	
The American Red Cross in Greater NY
New York, NY

R/S used the iconic Red Cross brand to create a clear identification 

program for their New York headquarters building that could be 

seen from long distances, even in the busy city landscape. 

Project	

Museum Signage  
and Wayfinding

client	

The New-York Historical Society 
New York, NY

Identification and wayfinding 

signage, code signage, floor 

plans and maps were designed 

by R/S to guide the public to 

the new Luce Center on the 

4th floor. A unique and flexible 

kiosk information system 

was designed and built to echo the museum’s architecture. 

With a floor plan locator on each kiosk, strategic placement 

throughout the building provides clear direction for visitors. 

The museum entrance was also renovated, including the 

design of a movable admissions/information desk. Outside  

the building, banners were developed to create excitement  

and awareness of the new exhibits.

Project	

Meadowlands Xanadu  
Signage and Wayfinding

client	
Colony Development and  
The Mills Corporation
New Jersey

In a joint venture with Two Twelve Associates, Ms. Magid was 

the Project Manager for design of a signage and wayfinding 

system for the new Meadowlands Xanadu entertainment retail 

complex. The attached sketches show various pieces of the 

proposed exterior identity and wayfinding program.
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